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SNIPPETS

and Honorary members are not affected.

DEADLINE for the Christmas Bunk is

The new rates are: £12 adult, £3 Junior, £6
Senior, £18 Partners and £9 for Senior
Partners. (S Smith).

1st November 2018. Please send all your
submissions before then by email to
bunk@bunkline.uk or by text to 07506
593 627. (J Denny).

MUSEUM

THANKS —I'm very
grateful to those involved in attending to
the Cambrian coach, especially as I don't
have the time to help out myself. (O
White).

EASTER
COMPETITION
W I N N E R S —Congratulations to
John, Olivia, Freya, Jess, Sophie and
Isobel on winning prizes in the Easter
colouring competition. Well done
everyone! (P Hatch).

OTHER WALLINGFORDS —I
am currently working on a small display
for the museum: Wallingford across the
pond. There are four or five other
Wallingfords in the world, all in the USA,
and all, bar one, had or still have some
kind of rail connection at some point in
time. Two have their own rail museums!

CROSSING SIGNS: HELP
SOUGHT —We need someone to look
after the crossing event notice signs—that
is prepare the boards to advertise running
days. The present boards need replacing,
as well. (D Mannering).

I've been in touch with the museums and
a history society and with their help shall
be producing a display that looks at each!

LAYOUT —We have been offered an O
Gauge layout based on Wallingford by a
member of Basingstoke & District Railway
Society. Would someone like to take
charge of and develop it? (T Mackie).

It's a side project for now so there is not
yet a set date for completion. (O White).

NORTHERN

GB
No.1—The
repairs to the outer firebox are well under
way… the four new sections have been
welded in and riveted, and the stays are in
situ, though requiring further work. The
repairs to the saddle tank are also under
way. The frames and running gear have
been cleaned and partially painted, as has
the cab. When the boiler is ready it will be
pressure tested then fired, before refitting
is started in earnest. (D. Mannering)

BRICKS —Some materials from a
now removed GWR footbridge have been
donated to us and will hopefully become
part of the new station building, being
imperial bricks to match the ones we
already have in stock and some of the
special bricks—corners etc. (T Mackie).

MEMBERSHIP FEES —At the
Board meeting on 18 July it was agreed to
make 31 March the renewal date for all
members subscriptions and to reduce
subscriptions by 40% for the period up to
31 March 2020. The Membership
Secretary is required to ensure that all
members who pay annual subscriptions
will benefit fairly from the changes. Life

SITUATIONS VACANT—we are
looking for people to help with loco,
carriage, track/permanent way, buildings
and general maintenance—are you handy
with a hammer, saw, paintbrush or the
like? If so, email volunteer@bunkline.uk.
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EDITORIAL

improvements in the ever-important
passenger experience, they bring in new
blood. CWR stalwart Sherwin Smith, our
new Membership Secretary, points out in
this issue that we are still a small railway,
but already we are seeing a rise in new
members, towards which
the importance of our big
projects
cannot
be
underestimated.

bunk@bunkline.uk
07506 593 627
In my editorial for the Easter Bunk I said it
“may take a while for my team to begin to
show something tangible…”
What a difference a few
weeks can make! Thanks to
some very kind offers we
already have some fantastic
pieces of kit on site, with
much more to come!

That being said, of course,
the day job is still vital.
Several of our managers
have been unwell or ‘in for
repair’ over the course of the
year so far, highlighting the
reliance we place upon
them. David Mannering’s
guest article this issue
reflects on Network Rail’s
work to alleviate the burden placed on its
managers, and we could do well to learn
some similar lessons.

The Wallingford station
project is coming along in
similar leaps and bounds,
with components for the
canopy due to be back on
site before this edition goes
to press.
I’ve said it before, but what an exciting
time to be a part of the Cholsey &
Wallingford Railway Preservation
Society…

I hope you enjoy this issue!

Not only do these projects provide us vast

James Denny
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vicechair@bunkline.uk

The annual BunkFest will be held over the
weekend of 1st/2nd September and this
year we hope to have more entertainers
at the Railway.
Indeed, there are likely to be informal
buskers and dancers on the Station as well
as the usual musicians playing on the
trains on both Saturday and Sunday.
We are also trying to encourage more
people to avoid driving to Wallingford,
where parking has become an issue, and
to avoid the need for a non-drinking
driver!
The Wallingford Rover ticket is therefore
the ideal means to get you to and from
the Festival—to help we plan to run trains
later on Saturday with our normal hourly
service from Wallingford between 11.05
and 16.05 (Cholsey departures 11.35 to
16.35) and then trains at about 6pm and
8pm (exact times need to be organised to
integrate with main line services – notices
will be placed at both stations).

BunkFests past. Above: a singing train in full
swing. Below Left: the band on NGB no. 1 at
Cholsey (T. Stead).

The trains will have a wide selection of
beverages on sale and draught ale will be
available on the station (and perhaps the
trains too) so there will be a chance of an
early (or late) pint on your way to or from
the Festival.

We may even run a 10pm service if
possible!

So far the performers booked for the
trains include Jody Wyatt, Lucy Quinn,
Alhambra, Kristen King and Robert
Buttrick on Saturday, whilst on Sunday we
have Dusty Sundays, Alex Falconer & Jess
Marshall, Matthew Beesley, Erstwhile and
Alhambra.

As we write this the availability of steamhauled trains during the day is still
uncertain but the later services will
definitely be diesel-hauled.

Tony Stead
● For more information about BunkFest,
visit the website: bunkfest.co.uk.
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— NEWS —

Authority as requested.

On 6th May, the first of our booked
flypasts took place, but there was an
additional surprise – as well as the booked
Spitfire, a Hurricane also performed three
circuits of the station!

BATTLE OF BRITAIN
FLYPASTS
In both 2016 and 2017 the RAF Battle of
Britain Memorial Flight have performed
flypasts for us at Wallingford station—a
Spitfire and a Hurricane in 2016 and a
Spitfire last year for the Transport Day (a
Dakota flypast was also due to have taken
place last year but was cancelled owing to
serviceability issues).

If you missed it, don’t worry – there are
still four flypasts to come! Train times will
be amended to suit, so do come to watch!
26 Aug—Lancaster at 14:30

27 Aug—Two Spitfires at 15:15
1 Sep (BunkFest)—Dakota at 13:25

So last September I submitted a series of
requests to the RAF Events Officer to see
what support they may be able to provide
us with this year, and in early March was
surprised to find three A4 envelopes
bearing the familiar RAF Northolt
postmark lying on my doorstep, offering
us no fewer than five flypasts this year
(weather and serviceability permitting). I
completed the necessary paperwork and
returned it to the BBMF and Civil Aviation

2 Sep (BunkFest)—Dakota at time to
be confirmed.
Thanks are due to the RAF Events Officer,
Mike Hardouin, BBMF Commanding
Officer Andy Preece and all the BBMF
pilots and ground crew for making these
events possible. The flypasts are provided
free of charge.

Richard Standing
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CROSSING BOARDS

After inspecting the problem, it was
deemed safe to continue and the problem
was immediately reported to Thames
Water with the initial thought that it was a
failed foul water drain.

We have recently been able to replace the
‘Stop, Look, Listen’ boards that are
situated either side of the crossings at
Winterbrook and Green Lane. The poor
state of those originally there had been
commented upon but now there is no
possibility of missing the new ones! Many
thanks to Rob Hill and Kingdom Signs of
Didcot with help getting these made. The
same company are preparing directional
signs pointing visitors towards us.

A few days later, Thames Water asked for
access to the track as a freshwater pipe
crossed under our track a few metres to
the north of Church Bridge. Their
excavations revealed a concrete-capped 6
inch mains pipe running under our track
(fortunately midway between two
sleepers) that was leaking around 9 litres a
second through two small holes on the
underside of the pipe.

The old signs (below left) were certainly
past their best. The new signs put up by
Tracey and I (below right) can hardly be
ignored now!

Remarkably, the submersible pump used
to inspect the damage disappeared down
a hole that we estimated to be 5 meters
deep—the persistent water leak had
washed away the sub soil and created
quite a cavern. This soil was making the
water dirty, hence the initial thought that
a foul water pipe was damaged.

David Mannering

Remarkably the actual repair took only a
few minutes, although finding it took
several hours. With the hole backfilled and
the ballast replaced we were able to run
again a few days later, albeit not before
the break van rides of the 12th April,
which terminated at Church Bridge.

WATER LEAK
We often forget what goes on underneath
our railway, but there are numerous
services that run either alongside or
across the tracks and when something
goes wrong it can create a major problem.

Tony Stead

It seems that for some months Thames
Water had been looking for a substantial
leak in the Cholsey area, when over the
May Day Bank Holiday an inspection
revealed water alongside the track close
to Church Bridge.
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SHUNTFEST

CARPENTER

Shuntfest was to be a special event
organised in combination with Didcot
Railway Centre with both ourselves and
Didcot making full use of our respective
08s and joint ticketing, however at the
time of writing details of the event are still
unclear.

I am repairing the water pump (below)
which was leaking and will re-fit it very
soon. If all goes well, I expect to have
Carpenter moving under her own power in
September 2018.
Carpenter was built in 1948 so 2018 is her
70th birthday.

We are, however, planning a gala-type
event at Wallingford, running all three of
our 08s with double headers at certain
times, with possibly an extra-special class
08 treat during the day.

Rex Hora

Full details of the timetable will be
published on our website shortly.

Tony Stead

FROM THE CHAIR
chair@bunkline.uk

The C&WRPS was formed on the day that
the last British Rail train ran, on the 31st
May 1981 (this train was a Special and of
course the actual last regular passenger
service was as early as 1959).
I remember in 1966 working at Haynes
Bros. actually watching an 0-6-0 steam
engine shunting something or other
around the Station.
This potted history is there to remind us
all of how far we have come since that
fateful Beeching/Marples Day.
We now have a Canopy from Maidenhead
almost ready to be erected on the Station
and are hoping for Northern Gas Board
No.1 to arrive ready for the Santa
Specials. We have Lidl supermarket being
built next door and hopefully there will be
enough room after negotiations for a run
round loop.
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Back towards the end of my Mayoral Year
I was able to book the Town Hall for a
"Mayor’s Railway Show" which was quite
successful having a lot of stalls with model
railways on show. People came from as
far as Cumbria to show their railway
layouts and while I'm writing about this I
would like to thank all who put the effort
in on the day, especially to Rod whose
layout was spectacular.
Volunteers are urgently required to enable
us to carry on the good work and anyone
who is interested is invited have a look at
the website and then give us a phone or
come and see us on a Thursday morning
or Saturdays when we are not running.
Of course we also need volunteers on
running days as well to help out with the
daily running of the Railway (Ticket
Office, Guards, Dispatchers, Platform
Staff at Cholsey and so on).
I hope to see you on the railway soon!

Mick Kidley
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annual Guinness weekend into an Irish
weekend with foods from Ireland served
in the Cafe, sales of the traditional black
stuff on both the station and the train, a
colouring competition and a raffle for a
hamper of Irish foods. We also had Irish
dancers on both days with Annabelle &
Jasper providing the entertainment on the
Sunday and Emily & Frankie dancing on
the Monday.

EVENTS UPDATE
events@bunkline.uk

In late April we had a special Mayor's
Railway Show at the Town Hall. This was
a very successful event with model railway
displays being provided by some of our
members, together with information
displays about the erection of the canopy
from Maidenhead station, our future plans
for a new Station building & signalling and
cut price membership offers.

In June we had our annual Senior Citizens
and Father's Day events, as well as our
first Fish and Chip train of the season.
Events in July included the Country Fayre
weekend and the Teddy Bear Specials
when Tracey (one of our volunteers) spent
the weekend dressed up as a Teddy Bear.
Thanks Tracey, our cover star this issue!

In early May we held the first Members'
Event (brake van rides by donation). Due
to the water leak close to Church Bridge,
rides were terminated just short of the
bridge. Riding in the open veranda of the
brake van certainly gave a different
perspective on our line for those taking
the opportunity

This year we have introduced monthly
Cream Teas which are served on the 14.05
train once a month during designated
events. The Cream Teas are proving to be
quite popular and we were very busy on
Fathers' Day with a very full train. These
are strictly pre-bookable—please see the

For the first time this year we turned our

Limited Edition Anniversary (1866-2016) Wagon
Dapol OO scale model. Available from CWR Shop at £5
each or phone 01235 832 386 to order by post (£3.50 P&P)
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Above: Display at the Mayor’s Show (J. Denny)
Below: Dancers and face painting at the Irish
Weekend (left T. Stead/right C. McAuley)

After our August Bank Holiday weekend
we have the annual Bunkfest to look
forward to when we will be having
musicians and singers on the trains as well
as dancers at Wallingford Station.

website for further details. Our next batch
of Cream Teas will be taking place at the
end of August over the Bank Holiday
weekend.

Other events coming up are the 1940s
weekend, Halloween and, not forgetting,
our Santa Trains.

The Fish and Chip trains continue to be
popular events. As well as the trains
advertised on the timetable we have
played host to the Oxfordshire British
Legion and The West Berkshire Classic
Car Club who both booked us again for
their annual train trip. If anyone is
interested in having an evening event
please email events@bunkline.uk.

We look forward to welcoming you to the
Station over the next few months.

Pat Hatch, Carolyn Fitzmaurice,
Tony Stead & James Denny
● Visit the website for more details on our
events as well as the new online booking:
cholsey-wallingford-railway.com
● Santa special bookings will soon be
available on the website
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MEMBERSHIP
MATTERS

taking a short break. We look forward to
seeing you at the railway!
Mr Simon Barton, Didcot
Mr Michael Palfrey, Wallingford
Mr Jez Smith, Benson
Mr Matthew Sparling, Clifton Hampden
Mr David Aldridge, Didcot
Mr and Mrs Whittick, Didcot
Mr John Gilligan, Desborough
Mrs Anne Fussell, Wallingford
Mr Graham Hadingham, Wallingford
Mr Marek Cich, Wallingford
Mr Tim Brett, Cholsey
Mr Joe Wilder-Linthwaite, Caversham
Mr Tom Bendall, Wallingford
Mr Edward Moore, Wallingford
Mrs Laura Jimenez-Aguado, Wallingford
Mr Sam Perry, Cholsey
Mr Bernard White, Uxbridge
Mr Nigel Radley, Cardiff
Mrs Margaret Doran, Acton
Ms Tracey Evans, Swindon
Mr Rod Paddock, Melksham
Mr and Mrs Sharman, Benson

membership@bunkline.uk

“The Cholsey and Wallingford is a very
small Railway Society in terms of the
number of members it has to support it”
So said Alan Saunders, our then
Membership Secretary in October 2006
Twelve years later, the figures are similar
(Alan Saunders didn't list overdues). The
CWR is still a very small railway in terms
of the number of members.
As you will see from the following figures
(which appeared in The Bunk three years
and twelve years ago) there are now
fewer members paying annually and
more Life members. In total, we remain
disappointingly small.
The Membership Department's objective
is to double the number of members by
the end of 2021 by more effective
marketing, more favourable pricing, more
member-friendly treatment including
improved, and more clearly defined,
membership benefits.

.

Sherwin Smith

● You might like to suggest ways in which
we could improve our service to members.
Write to me, Membership Secretary at
Wallingford Station, or email
membership@bunkline.uk

During the last three months we have
been glad to welcome 22 new members
including three who have re-joined after
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SIGNALLING NEWS
signals@bunkline.uk
07506 593 627

Very few superlatives are needed to
illustrate just how lucky the S&T
department has already been in our
strides towards signalling the Bunk line.
We have been beginning to sort the S&T
parts that are already on site to get a
better idea of what we have.

original upright latticework, which was
large on account of the amount of
equipment it held up, to be reproduced in
a smaller form. The bracket will then be
erected at the Cholsey end of Wallingford
platform, and in time will hold two signals
controlling movements south from the
station.

Tracey Evans, Richard Standing, David
Mannering and I took a small stand
representing the S&T department to the
Didcot signalling gala, a fantastic (and
unique) day with loads to see and do, and
made some excellent contacts.

Talking of restoration, Martin Berry has
been hard at work operating a restoration
production line. Working an armful at a
time, Martin is taking away signalling
components, making them gleam, and
returning them to the railway.

Thanks to some incredibly generous
donations of both time and materials we
have taken delivery of the former Up
bracket from Oxford station along with a
number of smaller items, including
telephones and shunt signals.

Donations from Oxford and elsewhere are
practically flooding in. We already have
the promise of a large quantity of

The bracket is quite an important
historical structure, having been in place
since the days of steam, and therefore a
big part of many peoples’ memories of the
station. When I posted about the
acquisition on Facebook, several people
remarked that they were delighted the
bracket had been saved.

Above: An assortment of Martin Berry’s
fantastic restoration handiwork (M. Berry)
Below: Tracey Evans manning the stand at the
Didcot Signalling Gala (J. Denny)

Restoration work has already started,
with probably a century-or-more’s worth
of steam and diesel soot being removed,
along with the modern signals and
scaffolding bars. The plan is for the
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signalling and telecoms equipment from
Oxford, and now arrangements are being
made to recover the contents of the old
docks at Worcester—several point ends
including timbers and a range of other
parts.
Finally, we may have sourced an intact
signalbox for relocation to Wallingford. I
can’t say more at this stage, but it’s an
exciting prospect.
I cannot begin to express my gratitude
towards our industry colleagues at
Network Rail, who are jumping through
hoops to help us out. I look forward to
seeing the fruits of our, and their, labours
in operation!
.

Above: The Oxford bracket signal in its original
home, showing the large upright lattice
bracket we will be replicating (C. Young).
Below: 6998 Burton Agnes Hall standing at
Oxford on it's return to Didcot from Tyseley
with the first GWS railtour after the Return to
Steam. ’Our’ signal is beyond. (B. Cable).

James Denny
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replacements—on balance of probability,
we think they must be replacements.
It was also discovered that the principal
rafters on one side (the side with the
horizontal extension) were longer than
those on the side of the wooden wall. This
is surprising as it means that the roof
frames do not form an isosceles triangle
and if you want to make the bottom of the
roof frame horizontal then the columns on
one side cannot be vertical!

CANOPY UPDATE
vicechair@bunkline.uk

When the Canopy was removed from
Wallingford Station just before Easter it
was taken to McCurdy’s workshops at
Stamford Dingley, close to Newbury.
Once under cover, the pace of the repairs
increased considerably and as you read
this I would expect that the woodwork
repairs will have been completed.

How did it become so irregular? Was it
designed this way for some reason?
Certainly, closer inspection has shown
that the longer principal rafter was under
tension and even slightly curved... this
could perhaps have been intended to
improve the load bearing capability, or

Of course, once it was possible to inspect
the woodwork more closely some further
issues were uncovered.
Perhaps the most surprising of these was
the geometry of the supporting roof
frames. Firstly, the tubes were longer one
side than the other! We had to question
whether these were originals or

Below and Over: Canopy work at McCurdy’s
(this page T. Stead / over D. BarringtonGroves)
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maybe to prevent uplift from wind.

this will still leave some paint in place and
so an etching primer is needed to make
sure subsequent coats of paint adhere.
This has to be followed by a conventional
primer and an undercoat.

Several suggestions have been proposed,
but what is certain (because of the repairs
with metal plates and some 20-24 bolts
per plate) it won’t be able to bend when it
is erected at Wallingford!

We have sought several opinions on this
approach and indeed quotes for doing the
work and, whilst the sums involved seem
very high to several of us, the RHT have
inspected the needs and have agreed to
fund this as well. To this end they will
provide a further grant of nearly £60K.

The answer will be to adjust the thickness
of the small packing strip behind the
spandrels that are attached to the
wooden uprights of the wooden wall. This
will allow them to sit slightly off vertical,
thus allowing the wall and columns to be
vertical and the lower edge of the roof
frames to be horizontal.

Of course, this should reduce the costs of
the erection phase as the canopy may
only then need the undercoat touching up
and a top coat (or two) applied. As we are
only dealing with undercoat at the
moment any final decision as to the final
colour scheme to be used can be delayed
a few months.

The additional, or alternative, repairs that
have had to be made have resulted in
some savings and some additional costs.
All told, the final costs for restoring the
canopy are likely to be about £50K more
than the original £229K price in McCurdy’s
tender and, thankfully, the Railway
Heritage Trust (RHT) are able to fund
these additional costs.

Whilst the paintwork on the woodwork
has caused concern, that on the ironwork
was resolved quite early on as a decision
was made to remove all original paint by
cleaning with a soft blasting material and
applying two coats of primer and one
undercoat (as with the wooden structures)
and so again the decision as to final colour
scheme is yet to be made… Your thoughts
on this would be most welcome!

During the course of the restoration,
several original workers marks have been
uncovered, that were used to ensure
matching parts were assembled correctly,
though sadly no initials.
The painting and decorating of the
wooden parts has caused concern: much
of the paint has already flaked off of the
wood, but some patches are sticking
stubbornly. The original plan was to
“lightly brush the woodwork and apply
one coat of primer to all old and new
wood” with the final decorating to be
done at the time of erection.

One of the reasons for removing the paint
from the ironwork was because the newly
cast spandrels would have looked only
about 50% of the thickness of the
originals due to the paint build up.
On the subject of paint we have been
examining flakes of paint that were
removed from various positions around
both the woodwork and ironwork.

As it happens, lightly brushing is not going
to be adequate, and it needs rubbing
down to remove all rough edges. Even

.
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Tony Stead

CARRIAGE & WAGON

FROM THE SHOP

stock@bunkline.uk

shop@bunkline.uk

With the start of the main running season
work on the windows in brake coach
35129 has been limited to running repairs.
With a gap in the running days in August
the final two windows are being tackled
and a start made on a repaint, as the
coach is looking very shabby.

Greetings from Trish, David and I. I hope
everyone has been enjoying the warm
summer days.
We have had a few new items in the shop
recently. Thinking ahead we have a few
new things in for the forthcoming festive
season, such as photograph frames, lunch
boxes, magnetic note pads—come and
have a look round. We are hoping to visit
our main wholesalers soon but things like
holidays are getting in the way! So watch
this space for further news.

The heat wave has not helped with the
painting as it has limited the amount of
work that can be carried out so we will
probably have a coach of many colours for
the early autumn running days.
If you want to come along and help with
any aspect of carriage & wagon work
please drop by Wallingford station—we’re
doing something on most Saturdays and
would love to get you involved!

One thing we are really pleased to
announce is the return of Auntie
Val’s jams and marmalades. We sold
these in the shop about three years ago
and this time they are even better as we
now have the Railway’s logo printed on
the jar lids. The company source local
ingredients where possible and provide
employment for people with disabilities as
well. We have a good selection of both
jams and marmalades so why not pay us a
visit and see for yourselves.

John Cook
――――

LOCO DEPARTMENT

Carolyn Fitzmaurice

Operational: BR Class 08 shunters 08022
Lion, 08060 Unicorn and 08123 George
Mason.

Below: The coach of many colours—for now!
(D. Mannering)

Under Overhaul: Northern Gas Board no.
1, currently being worked on at Darlington
and 3270 Carpenter. The loco manager
has also been in the works over the
summer.

Dave Goodenough
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Above: Restoration under way (J. Denny).

glitches. This was eventually traced to the
float valve in the carburettor, which had
stuck closed. Perhaps we shouldn’t leave
it for a year between starts!

WICKHAM NEWS

During discussions of the poor condition
of the brake blocks, and the most suitable
wood to replace them, Tony thought it
best to consult the experts doing the
canopy, and new blocks have now been
fabricated! This turned our attention to
finishing the brake system so with the
prospect of thicker blocks in mind, the
adjustment mechanisms (shortening/
lengthening one push rod each side) have
been freed & greased. Finally the right
hand brake gear has been painted black
gloss over the oxide primer, to match the
left painted some time ago, so everything
is ready for the new blocks.

alanpgoss@aol.com

As you know by now we do not over exert
ourselves, but some progress has been
made despite our best efforts!
The fabricated bottom hose had perished
rather badly so a new one was purchased
from a professional hose maker. Because
it is non standard, with different diameter
ends, it is made in two sections with hose
clip joints, rather similar to our old one,
but it should now last.
The battery earth lead is also in two parts,
engine block to the chassis & battery to
chassis at widely separated points. This
has caused problems in the past with poor
continuity so we have joined both leads
together at one point on the chassis, after
moving the engine lead, which has vastly
improved the speed of the starter motor.

Recently we found that some kind soul
(Tony has been named) had re-painted
the seats with wood preserver so this has
spurred us on to paint the running boards.
These cannot be fitted finally until the
braking system has been set up &
adjusted.

We have also had the engine running
again but with the usual annoying

Alan Goss
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Drivetime and around 5,500 people seeing
it via Facebook and the website. It was
also published in two local magazines.
We have had some great replies regarding
the visit of the Beatles including a photo
that has been found of the Fab Four
heading down the steps at Cholsey
station. The article is reproduced on our
website for those who haven’t seen it yet.

WEB & MARKETING
marketing@bunkline.uk

Online booking on the Cholsey and
Wallingford website should be up and
running (see extract from the website
below). This represents a huge leap
forward for the railway and brings us up to
date with similar railways and, just as
importantly, other attractions across the
country.

For those visiting Bunkfest this year, we
have managed to negotiate advertising on
the main festival screen—look out for the
advert and don’t forget to visit the railway
over the festival.
If you haven’t visited the website or
Facebook recently then please do have a
look. We are always searching for
improvements to make to both the
website and Facebook so we would love
more people to get involved and help.

At present, tickets for the Cream Tea
Specials are available to buy, and we will
be following shortly with other tickets.
The rest of the website has seen some
updates recently, with lots of news on the
canopy being added and also an article
about when The Beatles visited Cholsey in
1964. The article has generated a huge
amount of publicity, with Tony Stead
appearing on BBC Radio Oxford during

Mark Savery
• Visit our website at:
cholsey-wallingford-railway.com

• Follow us on Facebook:
facebook.com/CholseyWallingfordRailway
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CAMBRIAN COACH

timber is sound and screws can be
reinserted to give a good, secure
fit. There is some rot in one of the lower
sections but we’ve given everything a
good dose of Cuprinol or the modern
equivalent, so hopefully we have been
able to stop the decay in these
areas. (The biggest task coming up will be
trying to open the doors – does anyone
recall them opening in the past?)

Rob and David M visited the Swindon and
Cricklade in March as they have been
carrying out a ground up restoration on a
similar Cambrian for the last 12 years or
so. We met Jim Gartside and a few of his
colleagues who were unbelievably helpful
and generous with their time. We came
away from there with a lot of information
and very useful cutting/shaping patterns
for window mouldings. We also realised
the scale of the task! I recommend a visit
there as it is work of art!

For sure, there is a massive amount yet to
do as we have not even got close to the
panels on the side facing the café, but we
are progressing slowly. The biggest
concern we have is that if we remove
anything major, it will need to be replaced
very quickly to prevent water damage to
the internal contents.

Since then, we have started our
investigations into the state of our
Cambrian by taking some lower panels off
(from the side facing the track) and seeing
what is inside. Dave Aldridge has worked
tirelessly on the thankless task of
removing 60 years’ worth of paint from
hundreds of screw heads so that we can
stand a chance of getting the panels off!

So, going forward, what we would really
like to see is if we can arrange a tent/
polytunnel cover so we can continue
without risk of getting water inside.

Rob Hill

So far, we have about 6 panels off and the
inside spars do not look too bad—the

Below: A thankless task! (R. Hill)
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We also need to provide facilities for
coaling and watering a loco.
These moves are not going to be easy and
will need the support of as many
volunteers as possible—just re-positioning
the track and points will need a lot of
manpower. We have already bought over
200 wooden sleepers and are working to
acquire several sets of points (with some
components already in store and promise
of one set from Worcester—see the
signalling report).

PROJECTS CORNER
vicechair@bunkline.uk

TRACK LAYOUT FOR
WALLINGFORD
Erecting the canopy has required
permission to use a small strip of land
where the new Lidl store is being built.
This is land that South Oxfordshire
District Council had always suggested
should be designated as recreational and
for use by the railway but all previous
attempts to gain access to it had failed.
With a new planning application
submitted by Lidl we were able to finally
negotiate access.

We propose to move the southernmost
point back to its original position closer to
Bradford’s Brook and slew the main
running line slightly eastwards to make
space for a head shunt running
southwards from the run-round loop to
store our spare stock in.
We also need to extend the existing
platform so that three coaches can all
stop adjacent to a platform. We are all too
aware that space at Wallingford is in short
supply and we have tried to plan with as
much flexibility in mind as possible: we
have provided for a possible Engine Shed,
whilst minimising the loss of car parking
space and looking at how the canopy
might fit in with a purpose-built station
building.

Placing the canopy wall in this area (with
the ornate cast iron columns on the
platform) allows us to reposition our
siding and make it into a fully-functional
run-round loop with a head shunt
adjacent to a maintenance gantry that will
allow us access to the opposite side of our
rolling stock for cleaning, painting etc.

To have a functional run-round loop for
three coaches also requires a similar strip
of land from Stows and again negotiations
are proceeding to get access to this land.
By obtaining a strip of land about 2.5m in
width, we could also move the containers
to the opposite side of the line and free up
the space that will fall under the
horizontal extension of the canopy for the
Cambrian museum coach so that it can be
protected and appears to be at a platform.

We have also tried to ensure there is
space for the signalbox, bracket signal,
water column, coaling point and so on,
and that loading and unloading of stock
will not be compromised.
Hopefully we have answered all these
questions, and more, sufficiently!
If you feel that you could help in any way
at all then please do get in touch.
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Tony Stead

The girders and columns were glued
together and once dry were used to gauge
the basic dimensions for the back wall,
with the help of a photograph from
Google. The wall was made out of three
layers—the back layer being a sheet of
scribed card to represent planking, and
with the window apertures cut out. A
sheet of clear acetate was glued over the
apertures, then another layer of card was
glued on top to represent the beamwork.

MODEL RAILWAY
modelrail@bunkline.uk

Electrically the inner of the two ovals is
now working off the coin switch, but
temperature changes in the Cambrian
coach have caused some of the track to
come out of alignment. Next time I'm
working at Wallingford I'll bring some pins
and a small hammer to sort that out.

The roof profile was slightly tricky as I
didn’t have dimensions for the gable ends,
nor could I find an appropriate
photograph, so I ‘winged it’ using the
dimensions of the corrugated roof sheets,
which produced a reasonable-looking
profile.

The circuits to control the outer oval failed
and are currently with me to have another
look at.
A (SMALLER) CANOPY FOR
WALLINGFORD
Members may be aware that I have a
portable OO gauge model of the current
Wallingford station, which I have
displayed at the exhibition I hold in
Reading each February.

The model was completed and painted
ready for the Town Hall show, where Tony
commented how like the real thing it was!
I certainly had fun putting it together –
good luck to those building the full size
one! .

I was asked if I could display the model at
The Mayor’s Railway Show held in the
Town Hall this year. I was happy to oblige
(with thanks to Tim Mackie for transport)
but, as the exhibition was to publicise
future proposed developments on the
Railway, it seemed appropriate for me to
include a model of the Maidenhead
Canopy.

Richard Standing
• The limited edition CWR 00-gauge wagon,
Below: The completed canopy in situ on the
model of Wallingford, seen at this year’s
Mayor’s Show. (Richard Standing).

I already had a stock of Airfix canopy kits,
which provided the girders and columns
(the hard parts to model) and some Wills
corrugated roof sheets. Tony Stead
provided me with the basic dimensions of
the footprint of the canopy. In practice,
the model is approximately a scale foot
shorter than the real canopy owing to the
use of the Airfix girders.
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complete with our logo, is still available. See
advert elsewhere or pop into the shop.

returns!
Peter & Jo, by Email.
Sir,

I have just read your article in the Window
for Wallingford concerning the visit to
Cholsey by the Beatles. I was 15 years old
and returning home from Didcot
Grammar School. Mr. Green, the porter,
told me to go home and tell my mum and
to come back, if I remember correctly, at
8pm, as the Beatles were getting off the
train at Cholsey instead of Didcot, where
they expected thousands of teenagers
would be waiting.

READERS’ LETTERS
Letters are most welcome. Post to: The
Bunk Editor, C&WRPS, 5 Hithercroft
Road, Wallingford, Oxon, OX10 9GQ;
send a text to 07506 593627 or email to
bunk@bunkline.uk. The Editor reserves
the right to edit submissions.

――――
Sir,

FANTASTIC FISH

He told me to tell any friends I saw on the
way home. That, of course, was before
modern technology and many people,
including us, didn't even have a house
phone. However, by word and mouth,
there were about 20 of us waiting for
them, autograph books in hand.

A big thank you for the wonderful
evening we had on Saturday with you on
the fish and chips train. It was a huge
success, all our club members had a great
time, and can't wait to do it again!
Thank you once again for all your hard
work, and making the event run so
smoothly.

A limousine was waiting for them. The
train arrived, the Beatles came running
down the stairs from the Platform and
were bustled straight in to the car and it
sped away. No smiles, no hello, no
autographs. Some of the girls were
screaming (but not me, of course!) We
were quite well behaved.

Colleen Kent,
West Berks Classic Vehicle Club

――――
Sir,

THE BEATLES

DEVINE CREAM TEA

Thank you for a memorable “cream tea”
yesterday, the grandkids loved the
journey and the scones. The tea was
divine on such a hot day.

In the local paper they described Cholsey
as being a place in the middle of next
door to nowhere, which quite upset me at
the time. I was born in Cholsey and have
always been very proud of it. If you study
the Bygone Wallingford Website you will
find an article on this visit to Cholsey and
Mike Cox of the Gangbusters (Club Six),
did an interview on Radio Oxford about a
year or so ago and spoke of the event.

Hope you continue to draw support for all
your hard efforts to maintain and educate
the grandchildren of the ‘children’ who
can still remember the shunting diesels.
We’ll be back when the steam engine
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Guest Article

Along with working hours and
identification thereof, the use of a
relatively new form of communication
being email, was discussed.

WELFARE
CONFERENCE

The issues here are twofold, firstly email
chains, going into positive feedback and
growing exponentially, with the added
banana skin of Chinese whispers and
misunderstandings. Secondly, and more
relevant to the overriding theme of
welfare, is dealing with emails out of
office hours, something that can become
addictive to a manager.

I had the privilege to be invited to a
seminar organised by Network Rail, set up
as a platform to review and discuss the
link between welfare and health and
safety regulation and good practice, with
a focus on the environment that Network
Rail employees and contractors &
stakeholders operated within.

These issues require a positive
management framework, for instance
queuing emails when holiday is taken.

Rather than a focus on the specific
subjective discussion, I will cherry pick
some things that were presented and
review the managerial approach, starting
with the identification and ways of
resolution of subjective issues.

We can learn much from this at the CWR,
as being a small team we are all subject to
the risk of burnout and need to avoid over
-burdening each other with emails, and
likewise avoid feeling compelled to reply
straight away to emails.

As an example, managers working
excessive hours was identified as a
concern. This can be alleviated by not just
listening to ‘talk’ (which is subjective
measurement) but getting hard data
(objective measurement)—in this case the
logging and submitting of hours worked.
Once this objective data has been
analysed the overseeing managers can
then produce a plan and get resources to
mitigate excess hours, something which
has happened in practise despite initial
concerns from some.

Other issues were raised including dealing
with a torrent of upset passengers
through to dealing with and coping
mechanisms when experiencing very
unpleasant situations; these issues were
all dealt in a subjective perspective

David Mannering
● Working CWR members interested in the
minutes from the conference can contact
James Denny via
james.denny@networkrail.co.uk

In this day and age of duty of care this sort
of management is important not only to
avoid ‘burn out’ and poor decision
making, but ensuring the resources are in
the right place .

――――

EDITOR’S THANKS are due to
Sherwin Smith for logistics and Brian
Davis, Nuala O’Neill and Chris Starr
for proof reading.
James Denny

What Gets Measured Gets Managed is the
punch line for this.
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From Our Own
Correspondent

driver change ends, 3 minutes back up to
the Junction, 2 minutes driver change
ends. Repeat ad infinitum. And therein
lies a potential problem. To prevent utter
boredom setting in, each driver performs
six return runs then swaps duties with his
compatriot who previously would have
been performing commercial duties.

STOURBRIDGE
SHUTTLE
In June 2013 I was recovering from a knee
operation so took the opportunity to visit
a branch line in Worcestershire which by
any definition can only be described as
unusual. The 66 chain branch line from
Stourbridge Junction to Stourbridge Town
is one of the shortest branch lines in
Europe—possibly the world.

A Sunday service was instituted recently
for the first time. A 15 minute service is
run 10.00 to 20.00.
There is a connection (through the siding)
onto the Kidderminster to Birmingham
route. Otherwise the line has no
signalling. It is a fairly steep downhill
gradient to the Town which has led to a
couple of overruns so a friction bufferstop
plus several yards of spare track have
been installed at the Town End for safety.

Over the years this line has been operated
by a variety of single car diesel multiple
units – the Class 121 bubble car, the Class
153 and in recent years by the Class 139
Parry People mover (PPM). This is
operated by Pre-Metro operations, part of
the West Midlands Trains Franchise.

En-route, though the line is most pleasant
in the summer months with abundant
greenery lining the route, there is little of
note though there is a very high
overbridge just short of Stourbridge Town
with an impressive brick built retaining
wall
supporting
the
abutments.
Stourbridge Town Station is a diminutive
affair with a single 170 feet long platform.

These bus-like trains might look odd but
they do a sterling job of ferrying
passengers the short distance from
Junction into Town.
The two PPMs are housed at night in a
purpose built shed at the Junction. When
units are required to be swapped over one
unit is moved onto a small siding by the
signalbox so that the other can pass it and
thereby reverse the relative positions.
Built in 2008, the two units (139.001/2)
accommodate 25 seated and 35 standing
passengers and use a flywheel for kinetic
energy.

Myles Munsey
Below: A Parry People Mover seen leaving
Stourbridge Town. The 5mph speed is most
advisable!

Because of the shortness of the line a 10
minute interval service may be run
(Sundays excepted) 06.00 To 24.00. 3
minutes Junction to Town, 2 minutes
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James Denny’s RAMBLINGS
ITEMS for inclusion should
be sent to the editor via
bunk@bunkline.uk or 07506
593627. No charge is made
for inclusion on this page. •
AGATHA
CHRISTIE
DAY will be Sat 8th Sep (the
same weekend as Shuntfest
(so why not combine the
two?) and will feature guided
and
self-guided
walks.
wallingfordmuseum.org.uk.
• BUNKFEST 2018 will
be held from Fri 31st August
to Sun 2nd Sept. More on the
bunkfest.co.uk website. •
DARLINGTON
RLY.
PRES. SOCIETY have
announced an urgent appeal
for funds to restore NGB
No.1, which we all hope to
see back soon! To donate,
and to view pictures of the
restoration
work,
visit
drps.synthasite.com. Their
next open day will be on Sun
30th Sept., celebrating the

193rd birthday of the
Stockton
&
Darlington
Railway and featuring a
miniature railway, vintage
vehicles & more. • GREAT
WESTERN RAILWAY
have an online shop selling
branded souvenirs including
Moleskine note-books, tie
slides, cufflinks, pens, socks,
top trump sets and more!
gwrsouvenirs.co.uk to buy. •
The OXFORD BUS
MUSEUM will be putting
on vintage bus rides on Wed
24th and Thu 25th Oct.
oxfordbusmusum.org.uk. •
PENDON MUSEUM are
running a workshop for
children on Wed 24th Oct.
pendonmuseum.com.
•
STEAM
RAILTOURS
are expected to pass through
Cholsey on Sat 25th Aug (to
Worcester and return), Sat
22nd Sep (from Oxford), Sat
27th Oct (to Worcester and

Recently the photo above appeared on eBay, with
the seller claiming it was taken at the old Wallingford
Station. The wagon on the left seems to be Weedon
of Goring but of course H.W. Snow was a Wallingford
merchant. Andy Jeffery referred us to The
Wallingford Branch by Karau and Turner), which
contains a photo of two pagoda-like buildings, very
similar to the above. Mystery solved?
Tony Stead
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return) and Thu 22nd Nov (to
Cardiff and return). On Wed
3rd Oct, 60163 Tornado will
be departing Didcot for
Settle (and return). Check
uksteam.info/tours/ for the
up-to-date info. • THE
WATERCRESS
LINE
Autumn Steam Gala will be
the weekend of Fri 19 to Sun
21 Oct and will feature a
guest line-up including 7822
Foxcote Manor visiting from
the West Somerset Railway.
Info: watercressline.co.uk. •
WEEKDAY CLOSURES
of the Berks & Hants line (via
Newbury and Bedwyn) are
planned through the year, to
complete electrification
work. There’s also a lot of
work in the Bristol area in
connection
with
the
reinstatement of four tracks
between Bristol and Filton
(the famous Filton Bank).
See gwr.com for the dates. •

Front cover: Our resident teddy bear gets in
on the action on board Lion on 15th July
2017, Rear cover: Arrival of the Oxford
bracket signal two days later, on 17th July
2017 (both A Stead).
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